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ABSTRACT
A mathematical description of pericapillary oxygen gradients that takes into 
account the particulate nature o f blood is possible in terms of erythrocytes as 
pointlike sources. The formulation in terms of quasi-stationary sources [1] is ex­
tended to account for moving erythrocytes. The extended model is semianalytical 
and can be used to estimate the extraction pressure (EP), which quantifies the effect 
on partial pressure of oxygen ( p 0 2) in the tissue far from the erythrocytes. 
Simulations have been done for rat heart muscle tissue around a capillary. For low 
hematocrit (Hct; 20%) and low blood velocity EP is highest, higher than the p 0 2 
drop in a surrounding typical tissue cylinder. This means that the impediment to 0 2 
release close to the capillary can be larger than that to transport further into the 
tissue. Increasing the hematocrit decreases EP, that is, it facilitates O z release. 
Increasing the blood velocity decreases EP at low Hct values but has the opposite 
effect at high Hct values ( >  35%). For zero velocity, results are the same as with the 
quasi-stationary model.
1. INTRODUCTION
Once oxygen is released from the capillary, modeling of its further 
transport into tissue is based on diffusion. The first model of Krogh [2] 
used the simplified geometry of a tissue cylinder around a centrally 
located capillary. Since then, several extensions have been made to this 
model to establish the basis of calculation of partial pressure of oxygen 
( p 0 2) in muscle tissue [3].
While modeling of 0 2 diffusion in the tissue is quite straightforward, 
the capillary release still poses considerable problems. In the literature,
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it was mainly investigated by numerical methods for a limited number of 
capillaries and in simplified tissue situations. Since such numerical 
results cannot be easily incorporated into tissue models, we developed 
analytical methods [1, 3] that allow an estimation of the effect on p 0 2 
in various circumstances. The effect was quantified as an extraction 
pressure (EP; for a complete list of symbols used in this article, see 
Table 1), defined as follows. First, the 0 2 driving pressure was calcu­
lated in the tissue at a point distant from the capillary via the homoge­
neous blood model. Then, the same was done at the same tissue 
location for the model with erythrocytes as distant 0 2 sources. EP was 
the difference in predicted 0 2 driving pressure between both models. 
When no myoglobin is active in the tissue, this 0 2 driving pressure was 
equal to p 0 2.
The model presented here is an extension of the two previous models 
[1, 3], that accounts for erythrocyte movement in the capillary. The 
model only considers equidistant erythrocytes all moving with the same 
speed. Results were again calculated in terms of EP, where it is most 
interesting now to look at the differences from former models.
2. THEORY
2.1. ASSUMPTIONS AND BASIC EQUATIONS
Diffusional transport of 0 2 is considered in a cylindrical layout with 
coordinates (r, 4>, z). The angle coordinate will be dropped because 
we assume cylindrical symmetry, so ? = ( r ,  z). Along the z  axis, equidis­
tant pointlike 0 2 sources are located at distances A z moving with 
velocity v in the direction of the axis (Figure 1). The point sources 
represent erythrocytes moving in a capillary of radius rc. The conse­
quences for tissue oxygenation will be primarily worked out in a 
concentric tissue cylinder of radius R so that each point source supplies 
a tissue volume V = n R 2Az. In Figure 1, such volumes are shown 
separated by circular cross-sections with the point sources as black dots 
in their centers. The origin of the z  axis is chosen at one of these source 
locations so that the zth source is located at r(- = (0, z ■) where z t- = iAz.
The 0 2 transport equations in the tissue are for diffusion and mass 
balance. For diffusion of 0 2:
J =  — ¿PVp (1)
where J is oxygen flux, is oxygen permeability of the tissue (product 
of oxygen diffusion coefficient D  and oxygen solubility a)  and p  is Oz
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Symbols
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Symbol Meaning
A  0 2 supply area of one source in the r-plane
a [], a i integration constants
ac  level constant in Fc ( )
a r  level constant in Fr ( )
b a„ ,b Ul coefficients in f cn( ), ƒ„,( )
Cl ! • • • Cl integration contours (Appendix A) in complex plane
c concentration of oxygen
c„„, c,„ coefficients in ƒ„,( ), ƒ „ (  )
D  diffusion coefficient o f  0 2 in tissue
EP extraction pressure
exp(x) e x
>Fu)iF}\ constants in source contour description (Appendix C)
F,( ) contour function for one source
Fc ( ) source(s) term in continuous mode!
Fep dimensionless extraction pressure
FI( dimensionless p 0 2 drop across tissue cylinder
Fs,n (  ^ recalibrated source sum term in stroboscope solution
F5 x( ) limit of Fs n ( )forAT-*cc
Fr ( ) moving-sources term in time-dependent solution
A F r dimensionless difference between continuous and time-dependent
solution
F J ) difference between Fr ( ) and Fs Ji ) 
f cn(. ) , f sn( ) Fourier coefficient functions in Fs( )
Gz  constant in contour integral
g yi limit constant in contour integral
8n( XgJ( ) Fourier coefficient functions in FStJi )
Hct capillary hematocrit
loi ) modified Bessel function o f the first kind
3  m( ) imaginary part of a complex expression
L v - 1
J flux of 0 2
K 0( ) modified Bessel function of the second kind
k, k' reaction rates of myoglobin with 0 2
ln( ) natural logarithm
Mb myoglobin
N  indicating the number of sources (N  or 2 N  +  1)
0 2Mb oxymyoglobin
&  permeability of 0 2 in tissue
p , p 0 2 0 2 partial pressure
p*  0 2 diffusion driving quantity
p E erythrocyte 0 2 pressure
p P facilitation pressure
Ps 0 2 pressure as calculated from the stroboscope model 
»
Q 0 2 consumption per tissue volume
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TABLE 1 (Continued)
Meaning
radius of tissue cylinder
real part of a complex expression
radial coordinate in cylindrical coordinate system
coordinate vector 
radius of capillary
radial coordinate value of boundary condition 
radius of spherical erythrocyte 
location of the /th source
distance of location on the source contour to the source itself
myoglobin saturation
time
integration variable in contour integral
volume consuming an amount of 0 2 that can be supplied by one source
erythrocyte volume
velocity of sources along the z-axis
arbitrary large number in contour integral
axial coordinate in cylindrical coordinate system
axial coordinate in moving frame, z' =  z — vt
axial limits of source contour, i.e., equivalent erythrocyte contour
axial coordinate value of boundary condition
axial coordinate of the /th source
distance between two successive sources
0 2 solubility in tissue
angular variable in contour integral
equal to Zsin(^), small number approaching zero
arbitral small number in contour integral
integration variable in contour integral
complex coefficient in Bessel series and its complex conjugate 
radial value of source contour 
field term
angular coordinate in cylindrical coordinate system 
field term for N  sources in the stroboscope model 
limit of %/( ) for N-*co
cyclic wavelength in Fourier expansion of the stroboscope model 
vector inner product
gradient operator 
Laplace operator
radial part of Laplace operator in cylindrical coordinate system
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0
Fig. 1. Cylindrical coordinate system 7 — (r, z )  with capillary of radius rc contain­
ing pointlike 0 2 sources (black dots) equidistant with spacing A z  all moving along 
the z-axis with constant velocity v . In a surrounding tissue cylinder of radius R, each 
sourcc distributes its 0 2 into an equal amount of tissue of volume V.
partial pressure. For mass balance of 0 2:
i i + v - / = - e  ( 2 )
*
where c is 0 2 concentration, Q is 0 2 consumption per tissue volume, 
and the bold dot (*) denotes vector inner product. The concentration is 
proportional to pressure according to Henry’s law:
c =  a p  ( 3 )
These equations have to be extended when there is myoglobin (Mb) 
present in the tissue since this species can bind and release 0 2 at a 
certain rate and also transport it through diffusion of the 0 2Mb 
complex. As these aspects make the description much more compli­
cated, we assume here that either there is no Mb or that its contribu­
tion to 0 2 transport is negligible, which will be discussed later.
2.2. SOLUTIONS
In a previous article [1], we used a stroboscope technique to con­
struct an analytical solution for 0 2 diffusion into the tissue. With this 
technique, the erythrocytes were considered only at specific time inter­
vals when each erythrocyte had moved to the exact position where its 
predecessor was formerly. Also with this technique, Mb can be incorpo­
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rated, and a solution was found in terms of an equivalent p* driving the
On diffusion:
<«>
i — i i r \ r - r t
where <Kr) was a function called the field term of dimension r2, and 
the sources were numbered from 1 to N  in a cylinder of limited length. 
The 0 2 driving pressure p* is equal to p  +  pFSMb, where sMb is Mb 
saturation and pF is the so-called facilitation pressure, quantifying the 
maximum effect of Mb on 0 2 transport [3]. Here, without Mb, p* is 
equal to the 0 2 pressure p. The field term 4>(7) was a smooth solution 
0f v 2<I> = 4, depending on tissue geometry but not on the individual 
sources whose contribution was accounted for in each of the sum terms. 
In the geometry here, the sources extend in both directions and are 
counted as i: -  N ~ >  N .  For a moving-sources solution, we have to 
consider the case where However, since the individual sum
terms in (4) are of order i ' 1, they do not approach zero fast enough for 
the summation to converge. This can be corrected by the following 
redefinition of (4), also using V -  7ri?2Az:
P s - - ^ { % ( ^  +  R 2 F s A r ) }  (5)
where
N
%(r) = *(r)+ E
A z
i = - N  y r c2  + z f
( 6)
N
F s , w ( r )  =  ^ s , w ( ' % z ) =  E
i = - N
A z A z \
rc +  z ?  /
(7)
and the subscript S now denotes that this solution comes from the 
stroboscope approach; ^ N(r) is the corresponding new field term for 
2N + 1 sources. Note that it is still smooth since only constant terms are 
added to <Kr). Furthermore, FS N(rc, 0) = 0 and the function is dimen- 
sionless. This formulation can be extended to an infinite number of 
sources since the terms in the summation now approach order i~2. For 
N oo the erythrocyte contribution can be written in terms of a Fourier 
series, an approach that has also been tried earlier [3]; it can be derived
that a representation is possible in terms of the modified Bessel 
function K0( ) (see Appendix A):
«  / 2  ^
FSx( r , z ) =  £  4{K0(rtft>r)cos(rc«z)-K (l(nw/-c) } - I n  ^  ( 8)
n = 1 \ c /
♦
where a) =  2 '7r /A z . This sum is finite since K0( ) quickly approaches 
zero when its argument grows large.
The above equations can be used as a basis for deriving the full 
time-dependent solution:
m
P = - ^ { ' W f )  +  R 2F A r , z , t ) )  (9)
where FT(r, z , t)  is the assembled moving-sources term. As a basis for 
solving FT( ) we can use Fs J r , z  -  vt), which is also a moving-sources 
function but does not obey (2). The difference between the two func­
tions is called Fe(r, z, t)\
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Fe( r , z , t )  =  FT( r , z , t ) - F Sm( r , z - v t )  (10)
Since Ft ( ) describes the infinite number of moving sources, it is 
stationaiy and periodic in a moving frame z' = z — vt. Therefore we can 
express Ft ( ) and Fs( ) in terms of a Fourier series:
co
Fs( r , z , t ) =  £  { /c„ (r )c o s (n w [z - t ; i] )  + / 1.„(r)sin(7i w [ z - ^ ] ) }
n -  0
(li)
As for 4>( ), V2'vi'x =  4 and we can substitute (1), (3), (9), and (10) into 
the time-dependent differential equation (2) to derive
V 2 ~ ^ J t ) { F s , * k r >z - v t )  +  F A r , z , t ) }  =  Q ( 1 2 )
where aD  is also substituted. Then, inserting (8) and (11) leads to
ccv
4n(t)K0(ncor)sm(n(oz')
n — 1
oo
n = 0
+  E  { ( ^ r 2 ~  n2(° 2 ) f c n ( r ) +  ~ 5 ~ / j « ( r )  J c O S ( r t i O Z ')
+ { ( V  ~ n2co2) f sn(r )  -  ~ - f cn(r) \ s in(najz ' ) ]  = 0  (13)
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where Vf2 is the r-dependent pint of the Liiplcice operator ctnd z  z  
at. The solutions for the coefficient functions ƒ( ) are (see Appendix B):
f c«(r) = a o (14)
ƒ«('') =2K 0(A„r)+2K 0(A „r)-4K (l(« a )r) n >  1 (15) 
ƒ„,(/•) = 2iK(1(A„r) + 2iK0(A„r) « > 1  (16)
with an integration constant a() and complex values (including i =  y — 1) 
for A„ and its complex conjugate Aw:
K  " ^{ l /2 )n ( j j^ \ [n 2o)2 + ( v / D ) 2 +  ncj
+ i 'yj( l / 2 ) n w i^ / rò o 2 ^ ( v / D ) 2 - n a ? j  (17)
Note that 1 /2{K 0(Artr)_j- K0(AMr)} = 3ie(K 0(Awr)) is the real part and 
- ( l / 2)i{K()(A// ) - K (,(A/Ir)}:= 3m (K 0(A /)>  is the imaginary part of 
the Bessel function. The value of the constant aQ must follow from the 
boundary conditions, which is considered below. The above treatment 
can be gathered into a single expression for FT( ):
FT(r , z , t )  = £  [2{K(I( à , / )  -l-K0(A„r)}cos(«a)[z -  vt \ )
_ _  2 \  
2i{K„(A„r) - K 0(A„r)}sin(nw[z -  ¿>/])H + fly - I n  - j
\ r c t
(18)
where aT is a constant again, or, simplified:
cc
2 \
FT(r , z , l )  = 4 Y, ÌHe(Kn( Anr)exp(- i n o ) [ z  — ut]))  + aT — In r
n = 1 r 2\ r c i
(19)
where again i)ie( ) means the real part of the respective complex
equation. It is easily seen that for u / D 0 \ \ n —> nco (no imaginary
part) and consequently FT(r, z, t)-> FStX(r, z — ut). So the stroboscope
method emerges here as the limit for zero velocity as should be the 
case, which is discussed below.
2.3. REPRESENTATION
The important effect of the particulate nature of blood is that the 
calculated p 0 2 with this model is lower than with the homogeneous 
blood model. The resulting difference can be quantified as EP [1, 3], 
which is the extra pressure drop resulting “far away” from the capillary. 
Let us denote the function equivalent to Fr ( ) for continuous nonpar­
ticular blood as Fc ( ); an expression for this function can be derived as 
the limit of Fr ( ) for Az -» 0, that is, approaching zero spacing between 
the sources while maintaining 0 2 delivery the same. This means co 
so A„ —>°° and thus all K0( ) -* 0 in (18) or (19) so that
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■».^ 00
-2 ^
Fc ( r , z , t )  = ac - l n \ ' — (20)
' c  /
Obviously, this function no longer depends on z  and t as it makes 
no difference whether a continuous line of sources is moving or non­
moving. Note that the tissue z-dependency has been accounted for 
in the field term ). Now it can be seen easily that all three functions 
FSzr{  ), Fr ( ), and Fc( ) approach the same functional behavior for 
large r (i.e., far away from the capillary) except for a difference in level 
resulting from the values of aT and ac . It is this difference in level that 
determines EP; the absolute level of tissue 0 2 pressure is irrelevant 
when there is no Mb present or active. For the continuous phase, EP by 
definition is zero. So, relevant here is the functional difference FT( )
-  Fc( ). Instead of evaluating the value of this difference for large r, 
we subtract the limit value defining
AFt ( ) = Ft ( ) - F c ( ) -  l i m ( M  ) - F c ( )} (21)
r —> oo
which can be evaluated by use of (18) and (20):
oo
AFT( r , z ' ) =  £  [[2{K0( A „ 0 + K 0( V ) } c o S( ™ z ')
n = 1
-2 i{ K 0( V ) —K0( V ) } s in ( ™ z ') 3  (22)
Note that z' = z — vt. This dimensionless function is plotted and used to 
evaluate EP. The evaluation is done for t = 0 for the erythrocyte at 
z  =  0. By definition, EP is the limiting difference between p  of (9) and
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the equivalent equation with Fc( ) instead of Fr ( ) evaluated at large
distance:
EP = M  jim [Fc { r ,0,0) -  F r(r ,0 ,0 )} = ^ { a c -  aT] (23)
r —* cc
where for the righthand part (18) and (2) have been substituted. The 
boundary condition is that erythrocyte pressure p E must be reached at 
the erythrocyte border, which was an equivalent sphere radius rsE for 
the stroboscope model [1]. For the present model, this location is 
denoted by (rEi zE); for the continuous model, it is the capillary border 
(rr,0). These locations have to be inserted into the respective equations, 
(rE, z E) in (9) and (rc,0) into its limit for A z-> 0 , which is the same 
equation (9) in which Fr ( ) has been replaced by Fc ( ) from (20). This 
leads to
4  & p E 
*
Q
’' I x ( ^ £ > ^ e )  +  R 2F r { r E ! z E ’ ^ )  ~  ^ ( ^ c  >0 )  R 2F c { ! c , 0 , 0 )
(24)
where (rE, z E) can be obtained from the implicit set of equations (see 
Appendix C):
1/  4  3 2VF =  ^ T T  r , r  =  7TZ
exp{2( i) /£ ) )z ,}  - 1  2
3 sE 1 v / D 3 Z‘ (25)
ln( -  zQ) = In( z i ) + ( v / D ) z l = ln(s£ ) +
( u / P ) s E 
2 +  ( v / D ) se
(26)
%
2 + ( v / D ) s E (27)
where VE is the erythrocyte volume. We neglect the small differences
between ’%£rE, z E) and 0); note that 'lf,;( ) was a smooth function
and that the respective distances are small. Then, approximately, ac­
cording to (24):
(28)
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For the lefthand term, we combine (18) and (22), and for the righthand 
term we use (20) to obtain
A FT{rE, z E) + + In
2 \ 
r E
I.2 c /
« O (29)
and substitution into (23) leads to
EP
QR2
A&>
F r,EP (30)
F EP A F j { r E, z E) In
I r J }
r c I
(31)
where (30) defines the dimensionless EP, FEP.
3. RESULTS FOR RAT HEART
For calculation of results in terms of AFT, values have to be known 
for L z , r c, v / D ,  and VE. When EP is also involved, the value of 
QR2/ (4 ^ 0  has to be known. For rat heart, we use rc =  2,4 /xm [4] and 
<2/ ( 4 ^ )  =  0.00633 kP a/ jam2 [5]. From the latter publication, the value 
a F / &  =  10.56 fjbtn is also used, where F is blood flow, to obtain 
v / D  = ( a F / =  0.583 /xm_1 for normal flow. Since the effect 
of flow is investigated here, values of v / D  of twice and five times this 
basic value (1.167 and 2.917 /xm“ 1) were also used, as well as u / D  =  0, 
since this value yields the results of the stroboscope approach. For VE, a 
value of 61 ( ¿¿m)3 was taken from Altman et al. [6] that is equivalent to 
a sphere radius rsE == 2.44 ¡jlm . Source spacing A z  can be calculated 
from hematocrit (Hct) since Hct =  VE /(jrr^Az),  which for Hct values 
between 20% and 50% leads to spacings ranging from 16.9 ¡xm to 
6.7 ¿¿m.
Figure 2 shows profiles of AFT for A z  =  16.9 ¿¿m (Hct =  20%) and 
for v / D  =  0, 0.583, 1.167, and 2.917 /xm” 1. The profiles of AFT( ) 
show the differences from the continuous-line-source model. These 
differences fade out quite quickly away from the capillary (increasing r). 
The profiles are restricted to r > rc and so are outside the capillary. 
While the gradients in AFT are alternately positive and negative, the 
logarithmic terms of (20) have to be added for the actual Oa pressure 
profiles. The resulting Oa gradient is always away from the capillary 
(outward flux). The oscillatory profiles in Figure 2 then imply that flux 
to the surrounding tissue is higher close to the sources and lower in
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CM
co
cv
AFr
v/D « 0
v/D« 1.167 nm-i
c i  -
CM -
O  -
AFt
c o  -
o -
AFt
v/D -  0-583 u rn 1
v/D » 2,917 urn'1
Fig. 2. Profiles of dimensionless difference function AFT (solid lines) against 
coordinates (r ,z )  for source spacing Az =  16.9 /xm ( - 8 .4 5  /¿m < z  < 8.45 /xm) 
outside the capillary (r > rc -  2.4 jLim) up to r =  10 fim  as indicated by the dotted 
rectangle at level AFr = 0. Top left, stroboscope model { v / D  — 0); for the other 
panels, erythrocyte velocity as indicated in terms of v / D .
between. The profile for v / D  — 0 is symmetric around the top value at 
z = 0. The other profiles are not symmetrical and are shifted toward 
negative z-values, while the source is still located at (r ,z) = (0,0). 
Mathematically, this is due to the nonzero function coefficients of the 
sin(Aiw[z -  y/]) terms in (18). So, the 0 2 field is “dragged behind” the 
moving source.
This is even clearer in Figure 3, where A Fr is plotted at r = rc for 
the full range of v / D  values at low hematocrit (spacing Az =  16.9 /¿m). 
For increasing velocity, the profile is shifted further toward negative 
values of z. Also, its size and shape change. The solid line is for high 
hematocrit (spacing Az = 6.7 fxm) at normal velocity and is added for 
comparison; it encompasses three sources instead of one. The symbols 
indicate the resulting EP in kPa (rightmost axis) for a cylinder with 
radius R —10 ¿im (QR2/ ( 4 ^ >) — 0.633 kPa), which is close to the 
average value for rat heart [4]. For a somewhat larger radius of — 12.6
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AFt
3
2
1
0
" 2
- 1 0
EP [kPa]
1 6.9 v /D  
16.9 v /D  
1 6.9 v /D  
1 6.9 v/D  
6.7 v/D
0
0.583 
1.1 67 
*2.91 7 
0.583
1.5
1 . 0
0.5
0.0
-5 0
z [|im]
5 10
Fig. 3. Dimensionless difference function A FT (left axis) along the capillary 
border (r = rc -  2.4 ^m; lines) against axial distance z for different values of spacing 
Az and velocity v as indicated in the figure; Az is in micrometers and v / D  in 
micrometers“ 1. The solid line encompasses three sources (at - 6 ,7 ,  0, and 6.7 ¿¿m). 
Symbols represent resulting EP for a cylinder of radius R =  10 ¡jlu\ (right axis).
¡Mm, the value of QR1 / (43°)  is 1.0 kPa, and the values of EP equal FSP 
and can be read in kPa on the leftmost axis, A radius of 12.6 jjlm is 
quite possible, being (3 /2 ) log SD above the median value [4]. The EP is 
calculated from (30) and (31) on location ( rE, z E) instead of r = rc.
The locations (rE9z E) where EP is found are obtained from (25)-(27). 
The values calculated from these equations are listed in Table 2. Note 
that z () and z x are the tail and head of the equivalent erythrocyte 
contour (see Appendix C), and that the contour trails behind the source 
more and more, as its “center” ( l /2 ) ( z 0 -h z x) < 0. The “thickness” rE, 
the most distance location from the source-line axis, decreases, which 
implies that the contour becomes more and more elongated.
The EP calculated for all the cases covered here are shown in Figure 
4 as dimensionless EP, FEP, calculated from (30), against source spacing 
Az where the corresponding Hct values are shown on the upper 
horizontal axis. The values of v / D  are listed in the figure. For normal 
blood velocity, v / D  =  0.583 \xm “ 1, the results are not very different 
from those of the stroboscope model ( v / D  =  0). The differences in­
crease for increasing velocity, and what is remarkable is that this implies
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Equivalent Erythrocyte Boundary Values [see (25)—(27)] for an Erythrocyte 
Located at (r,z)  =  (0,0) with Volume VE = 61 ( fim )3 and for
Different Values of v / D
TABLE 2
v/D
% rt: ¿E ¿o ( l/2 ) (z 0 + Zj)
0 2.44 2.44
fim
0 -2.44 2.44 0
0.583 2.55 2.31 -1.09 -3.91 1.57 -1,17
1.167 2.73 2.16 -1.68 -5.06 1.22 -1.92
2.917 3.33 1.86 -2.76 -7.63 0,78 -3.42
a decrease at low and an increase at high Hct. Recollect that FE? 
equals EP in kPa for cylinder radius R -  12.6 /¿m and that EP =  
0.633Fep for R = 10 /xm.
The values of FEP can be compared with the p 0 2 drop farther into 
the tissue in a cylinder model as laid out in Figure 1. For the classical
3
2
Q.Ui
LL
1
0 r
H ct-50% 40%
5
“À*
-Y-
v/D
v/D
v/D
v/D
0
0.583 
1.1 67 
2.917
30%
---------------1—
25% 20%
— j _
♦
10 15 20
Az [jim]
Fig. 4. Dimensionless extraction pressure (-F^p) against source spacing Az  for 
different source velocities as indicated in the figure; v / D  is in micrometers~1. On 
the upper horizontal axis the corresponding Hct values are shown. Values on the left 
axis equal EP in kilopascals for a cylinder radius of R =  12.6 ¿¿m.
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Krogh model, a solution of this case for homogeneous blood [2], we 
have in (9):
* 0  -  i f *  -  « V  +  ^  ( 3 2 )
and Ft ( ) replaced by the Fc ( ) of (20). From this, we calculate an 
equivalent dimensionless value for the p 0 2 drop from capillary to 
cylinder border as
Fr =  ÍK -2% (rc) +  Fc (rc)} -  { iT 2^ (  R) + FC( R ) }
In
R 2 \
\ ' c  }
1 +
2
R
(33)
This dimensionless tissue p 0 2 drop FR =  1.91 for the typical cylinder 
radius R =  10 /xm. For low Hct, FE? is of comparable size or even 
larger. So, in those cases p 0 2 drop around the erythrocyte is more 
important than the p 0 2 drop further on into the tissue. For the larger 
R = 12.6 ¡ULm, (33) yields FR -  2.35, so that the tissue p 0 2 drop is more 
important. However, the low-velocity low-Hct FBP is still larger.
4. DISCUSSION
The moving-sources model presented here is an extension of the 
stroboscope model [1], First, the stroboscope model is extended to an 
infinite number of sources, leading to the alternative mathematical 
formulation of (5) and (8). Then, the effect of movement v / D  is added, 
resulting in (18) or (19). The improvements are that effects of erythro­
cyte movement are incorporated, and also that the solution is largely 
independent of the tissue model since most of the calculations, up to 
and including the dimensionless EP FE?, can be done without using the 
cylinder radius R . The remaining prerequisite is that all sources are 
equal, each distributing an equal amount of 0 2 to supply a volume V. 
So, results are likely to be of more general validity than for a tissue 
cylinder only. The disadvantages are that no effects of Mb are incorpo­
rated, and calculations are more complicated, involving complex modi­
fied Bessel functions. Note that the stroboscope model was capable of 
incorporating effects of Mb.
This model defaults to the stroboscope model in the limit for 
v / D  -> 0, or, more correctly, to the stroboscope model extended to an 
infinite number of sources. This can be best judged from (12), where for 
v — 0 Fs Jir, z)  already obeys the equation, without any Fc(ry z, t) needed.
The stroboscope model predicted results for EP virtually indepen­
dent of Mb concentration [1]. So, from analogy with this former model,
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it is to be expected that these results will be valid for Mb-containing 
tissue as long as the myoglobin is not functional near the capillary. This 
might often be a valid assumption [3]. When Mb functions close to the 
capillary, the oscillations in p 0 2 would generate oscillations in oxymyo- 
globin. In such oscillations, diffusion of Mb itself (with a much lower 
diffusion coefficient than 0 2), as well as its 0 2 reaction rates k and k \  
plays a role. This makes a full theoretical treatment substantially more 
complicated.
The importance of EP as predicted by earlier models [1, 3] is 
confirmed also for moving erythrocytes, as seen best in Figure 4. The 
influence of moving sources on the mathematical model shows itself as 
an enhancement of transport in the z-direction; the Laplacian V2 of the 
diffusion equation is replaced by an effective term V2 + ( v / D ) d / dz, as 
can be deduced from (12). Compared with the stroboscope model, this 
means that profiles in the z-direction are smoothed. The symbols in 
Figure 3 represent the erythrocyte value p E% and the higher values 
within the equivalent erythrocyte contour decrease, whereas the lower 
values in between the contours increase. For large source distances Az, 
the increased portion is larger than the decreased portion, and the 
average level is increased, leading to a lower value of EP. For small A z 
the opposite is true, and EP is increased. In Figure 4, a crossover point 
can be seen located around 35% Hct, that is, 4rsE (9.77 /am), where for 
the sphere contour the gap spacing is equal to the contour length.
The p 0 2 smoothing effect shows itself in the elongated equivalent 
erythrocyte contour. The z-transport is increased at the expense of 
r-transport. The thickness rE decreases from 2.44 ¡xm to 1.86 /¿m, as 
seen from Table 2. 0 2 release starts from the location (rE, z E) where 
p 0 2 equals pE. For decreasing r£ , this location is more remote from 
the tissue, which has a marked effect on EP as can be seen from the 
difference between the symbols and their corresponding lines in Figure
3. Due to this increased delivery distance, EP would always be increased 
were it not that this is counteracted by the increased z-transport, most 
effectively for large Az.
On the other hand, the increase of EP with v / D  at high Hct (source 
spacing Az < 10 jam) would possibly not be as pronounced as calculated 
here. The present model is an assembled point-sources model, and 
consequently the (rE, z E) are calculated for isolated sources. When the 
sources are close together this is no longer valid; from Table 2 it can be 
seen that the most elongated contours even overlap for small spacings 
Az, In fact, it is no longer possible to find a contour where 0 2 pressure 
has a fixed value pE. This means that rE effectively is larger (less 
elongated contour) and consequently EP is lower, so that the crossover 
point shifts toward lower Az. The finite dimensions of the erythrocyte
also might contribute to an effectively lower EP here. However, EP is 
less important for high Hct; the most significant values for EP are not
for small but for large spacing.
Akmal et al. [7] probably were the first to show the difference 
between erythrocyte and plasma p 0 2 in a moving-erythrocytes model 
(Figure 3 of their publication). They numerically calculated a regular 
multicapillary model of skeletal muscle. They did not quantify the effect 
of erythrocyte spacing or erythrocyte movement on tissue p 0 2. Groebe 
and Thews [8] numerically solved a moving-erythrocytes model in and 
closely around the capillary for maximally working skeletal muscle and 
for boundary conditions of either constant p 0 2 or constant 0 2 flux. 
When considering these as limiting cases, they concluded that erythro­
cyte movement increased tissue p 0 2. Their explanation was that each 
erythrocyte coming by causes an 0 2 burst into the tissue, thus raising 
local p 0 2 impeding the flux out of the following plasma. Effectively, 
this would mean more 0 2 flux in the z-direction. So this argument 
agrees with our reasoning. These “bursts” and “impediments” of radial
0 2 flux can be seen in our Figure 2 as the waves of negative and 
positive radial slopes of the A Fr profile.
The results for rat heart show that EP can be very important. 
Whereas Hct values in larger blood vessels are ^ 40%, the values 
detected in capillaries can be much lower [9]. At Hct =  20%, the 
pericapillary p 0 2 drop— within a few micrometers— is larger than for 
the rest of the tissue— over 10 ¿tm— thus leading to steep pericapillary 
p 0 2 gradients. The amount of 0 2 delivered to the capillary is deter­
mined by the product of Hct and flow, so the low-Hct capillary has 
normal 0 2 supply for a doubled flow. But the extraction pressures for 
the respective situations Hct =  40%, v / D  =  0.583 ¿¿m-1 and Hct = 
20%, v / D  = 1.167 ¿tm_1 are quite different; see Figure 4. This leads to 
the conclusion that the 0 2 delivery, defined as the product of blood 
oxyhemoglobin concentration and blood flow (m ol/sec), cannot be the 
single primary determinant of tissue oxygenation. It is sometimes ar­
gued that high blood velocity might hamper 0 2 distribution into the 
tissue, since there would be no time for the 0 2 to be released. It is 
shown here, however, that the opposite is true, especially at low Hct.
Tsai and Intaglietta [10, 11] numerically solved a moving-erythrocytes 
model in a Krogh cylinder with /? 0 2-dependent 0 2 consumption. They 
did not make quite clear how they numerically handled eiythrocyte 
velocity and did not analyze its effect on tissue p 0 2, but they demon­
strated a clear effect of velocity on oxygenation of the whole tissue 
cylinder under conditions of equal 0 2 supply to the capillary. Also their 
Figure 5 [10] nicely shows the elongation of the p 0 2 profiles around the 
sources.
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The dimensionless EP f E? as defined in (30) is independent of actual 
O delivery and therefore seems more adequate for incorporation into 
tissue models. Revising the definition, the relationship between EP and
FUP could be generalized as
where A is the 0 2 supply area of the source, equal to ttR 2 in the tissue 
cylinder model. Incorporation into tissue models is quite possible [3], 
the more so since individual calculations generally take less than a 
second (on an IBM PS2, 16 MHz), and the resulting ,FEp is valid for an 
entire capillary, given the assumption of equally spaced erythrocytes.
With the presentation of the stroboscope model [1], it was argued 
that the model would be approximately valid for two regimes, low and 
high A z. The low-Az regime was expected for low Peclet numbers 
v A z / D ,  but this is unrealistic because A z  would have to be lower than 
even for packed erythrocytes (Hct = 100%). The high-Az regime was 
expected for Az 2 ^> 14.7(v/D)r^.  This suggests a better validity for low 
v / D .  It is true indeed that the results of both models diverge for 
increasing v / D  (see Figure 4) and that the models match for o / D  =  0. 
For v / D -  0.583 /xm" 1 we calculate A z2 » (1 0 .8  /¿m)2 for the in­
equality. The largest value of Az here is 16.9 /jlm, which is of compara­
ble size and so would not be expected to fulfill the inequality. Indeed, 
from the figure no approach can be seen toward the stroboscope 
calculation for increasing Az. However, for normal velocity the devia­
tions are not large, and the stroboscope model might serve as a 
sufficient first approximation. Its results can be calculated much more 
easily than those of the model discussed here.
In conclusion, the moving-sources model presented here seems valu­
able, predicting quite meaningful results for the rat heart. Even in that 
tissue, with its relatively small capillary distances, EP of several kilopas- 
cals can be present, adding a significant extra p 0 2 drop in the 0 2 
transport cascade.
APPENDIX A: FOURIER EXPANSION OF SOURCE SERIES
Since FStN(r ,z)  is periodic with spacing Az and also is symmetric in 
z, the Fourier series for FSx( ) can be expressed in terms of cosine 
functions only:
(34)
oo
M r-Z) = £  g„(f)cos(ncoz) (A l)
where w = 2 r r / A z  and the Fourier coefficients g„(r) follow 
integration over - ( l / 2)A z - > + ( l/2 )A z . These are calculated 
rately for n = 0 and for n > 0; for the latter terms, so for n > 1:
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from
sepa-
8„(r)
2 r 1 / 2 A z
^ Z 1/7,Az
dz" Fs^(r,  z" )cos( n coz" ) (A2)
where z" is the integration variable. When substituting the limit (N  ->°°) 
of (7) for Fs J.r, z)  and >7 = (0, z,) = (0, iAz)  we derive
N
8n(r)  = | l/2Az dz" lim £
— 1 / 2 A  2
X
2 2
J r 2 + ( z " -  zAz) rc2 +  (/A z)
cos(n 6>z/;) (A3)
The next step is to interchange the limit and summation with the 
integration, which is allowed because the sum terms decrease fast 
enough:
N
g,,(>■)= lim £
N - >  0 0  ■  =  _  N
1/2A 2
dz” -
2
l / 2 A z  y  r 2 +  ( z " ~ 7 a z ) 2
cos(n wz")
2
ƒ* 7 dzfr 
— i / 2A z  y/-^ + ( i A z )
cos (ncoz") (A4)
Then for each term of the summation the rightmost integral yields zero 
because it is a constant integrated over a cosine, whereas for the 
leftmost integral we define a new integration variable £ = z"~ iAz  so 
that
g „ ( r ) =  lim £
l . - N
( — r +  ( l/ 2 )A z )/
J ( - i -
2
d£—j=____
(1/2 ) A z )  yjr1 +  C
cos (ncoÇ ) (A5)
which, through the substitution Z — ( N  + l / 2 ) A z ,  is easily rewritten as
g„(r)  = lim f Z d£
7 . —> CO j  _  *7
2
cos (« « £  ) (A 6)
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This integral is the real part of a complex integral gn (r).
g * (r )=  lim ( Z dC r  -2 = =rexp(ino>f) (A7)0,1 J - z  yr2 + 2^
(where 1 = ^ -1 )  which is part of a contour integral in the complex 
plane, Cl], of which the other terms are (see figure A l)
CI2: f - 0 —> 1 /2nT  — s
CI3: £ = 8 + i ru u: ( Z / r ) cos(fi) 1
CI4: ir  + 5e" iT y- 0 —> 77
CI5 : —  5 -f ira u: 1 (Z /r ) c o s ( f i )
Clfi-' Zi?iy y- 1 /2rr  4- fi -> 7T
(A8)
where 8 — Zsin(fi) and s  is defined such that 8 approaches zero when 
Z  goes to infinity (e.g., s  = r2/ Z 2). It is easily verified that the second, 
fourth, and sixth contours yield zero in the limit for Z For the 
second and sixth contour integrals the value close to the real axis is of 
order Z ~], and it decreases exponentially for increasing imaginary 
values in the complex plane. The fourth contour integral is an Integra-
Fig. Al. Contour of integration (Clj — CI6) used for calculating g*(r)  in the 
complex plane; real and imaginary axes denotes by flte and 3  m, respectively. Other 
symbols are defined in the text.
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tion over path length 8 of a function of order 5”1/2. For the third 
contour,
r i . , 2exp(i/zci>[S H-iml) , AfV,
CI3 = lim ƒ irrf« . — \  ;■ (A9)
 ^—fc i) 7 / ..Urtr/ „ \ 1/ 1— S 2 j Ol " f I *5-*o h z / r ) cos(e) V/*2 H- 5 2 -f  2i5ra ~  r2w
^  " - i  X
In the limits:
C I . - - 2  (AIO)
A VM2 -  1
which is equal to - 2 K 0(/iwr) according to the integral representation 
definition of this modified Bessel function [12]. The same procedure can 
be followed for the fifth contour, yielding the same result, so that for 
the sum of contours,
lim (C l, + C I 2 + C I 3 + C I4 + C I5 + C I6) =  g*(r )  + 4K„(ncor) ( A l l )
Now K0(noor) is a real function, with imaginary part zero, and realizing 
that the full contour integral must be zero, it immediately follows that
gn(r) =  g 1H ( r ) = 4 K . 0(n<Dr) (A12)
For calculation of the zero order function term g0(/0 we have
go(r ) = [ (>/2)Az dz"FSa(r , z")  (A13)
a Z  —  (l/2)Az
where again z" is the integration variable. Following the same proce­
dure as for (A2) we derive
8o(r) =  lim E  / ( 1 / 2 ) A 2  d z " - = = L =  
¿= -  W /-(l/2)Az y r 2 + ( z " -  ¡.AZ)
-  £  f (i/2)Az dz" Ì —  
i=* — n — ( i /2)A2 y r 2 +  (z’Az)
2
2
(A14)
The lefthand terms can be treated as above, substituting £ =  z" — iLz  
and Z =  (N  + l/2 )A z , transforming into a limit for The right-
hand terms are not worked out here, but each individual term is a
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constant, so the summation can be expressed as a constant Gz  and we 
derive
So ( r ) = Jim
Z  -*  OQ
fZ dC 
J- z
1
]/r2 + t
G (A15)
The integral term is symmetric, so it is equal to twice the integral over 
0 -> Z, which is easily solved:
8o(r) = Jim 2 In [ t  +  yjr2 + £ o G (A16)
yielding
£o(/') ^ [21n(Z 4- Vr2 + Z 2 ) —21n(r) G (A17)
Since the limit value must be finite, this can be expressed as
g o ( 0 = £ o i - ln0 2) (A18)
where g01 is the limit constant yet to be found. Substituting these g„( ) 
into equation (A l), FS x(r, z)  can be written as
00
FSx( r , z )  = g01 - l n ( r 2) +  £  4 K 0(ncor)cos(na)z)
n = 1
(A19)
and finally the constant g01 can be found from the boundary condition 
Fs Src,Q) =  0, which leads to (8).
APPENDIX B: SOLUTION FOR THE CORRECTION 
FUNCTION TERM
The differential equation (13) is for any value of z 1, so the individual 
terms in this series can be isolated:
(V,2 -  n2a>2) fcn(r)  + ƒ„(/■) =  0D n >  0 (A20)
4 no)u
g — K0(rtw7-) +  (Vr2 -  n W ) f sn(r) ncov
~ ~ i r f c n ( r ) =  0 n > 0 
(A 2 ! )
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for n -  0, the f s0( ) is redundant, and the / ci)( ) can easily be solved as
f c  u ( r ) = a o +  a i l n (A22)
with integration constants a0 and a {. For n ^ 1, the solutions for f cn{ ) 
and f sn{ ) can be straightforwardly obtained as combinations of the 
modified Bessel functions I0( ) and K0( ):
where the coefficients are complex values (including i =  y/ — 1) and \ n is 
the complex conjugate of Xn, which follows from
The solution for \ n is presented in (17).
Concerning the boundary conditions, for (11) it can be stated that the 
solution Fe(r, z , t )  has to remain finite for both small and large r. For 
large r (i.e., “from far away”), the individual sources no longer can be 
discerned. Consequently, neither can their movement, and the resulting 
local 0 2 flux field is independent of the particular model used, Fs S  ) 
or Fr ( ). This is mathematically expressed as
Applied to (A22)-(A24), this implies that a } = bün =  b Ul = 0.
For r ->0 ,  Fe{r , z , t )  must remain finite at least in between the 
sources. Since all K0(..r) approach - I n (r)-b Constant [12], the sum of 
the respective coefficients in (A23) and (A24) has to be zero:
f c n i r  )  “  ^ n r ) r  )  +  C( ) « ^ o (  ^ nT )
+ Ci„K0( Â „ r ) -4 K 0(««r)
f i n i r )  =  - ¡¿7()„I0( A „ r ) + i 6 lnI ()(A„r)
“  ico«Ko( V )  + *cu K0( A„r)
(A23)
(A24)
(A25)
lim VFe( r , z , t )  =  0 (A26)
c0« +  c , „ - 4  =  0; - ic0„ +  ic,„ =  0 (A27)
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yielding
(A28)
Inserting these values for the coefficients in (A22)~(A24) leads to
(14)—(16).
APPENDIX C: EQUIVALENT ERYTHROCYTE DIMENSIONS
The point sources are to represent erythrocytes, but these have finite 
dimensions, whereas a point source does not. Oxygen is assumed to be 
released from the erythrocyte at a certain pressure p E, and the equiva­
lent boundary condition for the point source is that it represents this 
pressure value at a certain location ( r , z f) = (rEiz E) yet to be deter^ 
mined. With the stroboscope method [1], a single point source at 7) =  0 
adds a term V/  |r| to the expression for p  that is spherically symmetric. 
Exactly the same term arises for a spherical source, that is, a homoge­
neous distribution of sources over a sphere. Thus, the equivalent 
location for the respective boundary condition was taken to be the 
radius of a sphere with the same volume as the erythrocyte:
where VE is the erythrocyte volume and rsE is the radius of the sphere. 
Notably, the boundary condition was taken at (rj£,0), which was close to 
the capillary border.
A single moving source has to obey (1) and (2), where the directions 
z and r are not equivalent, and consequently its contribution to the 
solution for p  is no longer spherically symmetric. A possible solution to 
the describing equations for a moving source is
as can be verified by substitution in the equations using p  = 
Q /(4 ^ ){^ ,00 -f R2FX} similar to (9) and following; F0() and Fl{) are 
arbitrary constants. This solution is pointlike (infinite value when ap­
proaching the source location /‘ -»0,  z ' - » 0 )  and in the limit for 
v / D - *  0 changes into the nonmoving point-source equation. More 
importantly, in the cases covered here it seems to resemble FT( ) quite 
well for small values of r and z r around a single source. Therefore, we 
assume that the moving-source boundary conditions can be found from 
this function, in the same way as for the nonmoving sources [1]. This
(A29)
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means that we try to find a volume measuring VE with a shape, not be 
confused with the erythrocyte shape, that is defined such that over its 
whole boundary the function has a fixed value F n , that is,
F u = F m + v P ^ + z ' 2  e x p { ~  A ( z ' + v / p 2 + 2 : ' 2 ) }  ( A 3 1 )
where ( p, z') is a point on the surface and p depends on 2 ' as stated in 
the above equation. The latter can be rewritten as
( F
ln|  f u - p 0Q j = V 21n( p 2 + z '2) + 2 7 J ( z ' + v V  + z '2 ) (A32)
Figure A2 shows the functional dependence of p and z' for the 
situations covered here, a contour that is a cross-section to the surface 
of the shape. For p = 0, there are two values of z', a minimum (z0 < 0)
Source Contour
v/D = 0
Fig. A2. Outlines of the equivalent source shapes calculated from (A32) for the 
values of v / D  as indicated; the shape is circularly symmetric around the z'-axis, 
and the figure shows the cross-section along this axis. The symbols indicate the 
locations (r^Z//).
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and a maximum (z, > 0) distance on the z'-axis (‘tail’ and ‘head’ of the 
contour):
and consequently the volume of the shape can be calculated as
To solve this equation, we use an integration variable s = ]/ ( p 2 +  z '2), 
which ranges from s = - z 0 (for z' = z„) to s = z, (for z' = z,). Accord­
ing to (A32),
integration in two parts, and in the left part replace the integration over 
dz' by ds as solved from (A35):
Also using (A29) and (A33), this yields (25).
With the stroboscope model, the boundary condition used was for 
the location that extended most towards the tissue ~(rsE,0). Here, the 
maximum extension from the z' axis is found for d p / d z '  = 0, and 
denoting this location by ( p,z')  = (rE, z E), we derive from (A32)
Note that (rE,zE) also has to obey (A32) itself. This set of equations is 
more easily solved for sE + z |) ,  leading to
(A33)
(A3 4)
(A35)
Now in (A34) we substitute s2 -  z ' 2 for p2, accordingly split the
(A36)
This can be solved straightforwardly:
(A37)
(A38)
(A39)
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This equation, combined with (A33), leads to (26). Equation (27) is 
easily verified for z£ from (A38) and for rE from rE = J(sE -  z f). In 
Figure A2, also, the locations (rE, zE) are indicated; sE is the distance of 
this location from the origin.
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